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Perceptions of the European Union. Member States and European Union Foreign and Security Policies. Back to top. Related Articles about.  The study of the European Union (EU) as an international actor has expanded rapidly in the late 20th and early 21st centuries. The early years of informal European Political Cooperation (EPC) among the member states and the external relations of the then-European Communities (EC) in the 1970s through the late 1980s inspired little academic interest, because the EU's role in the world was limited and often undervalued. International Relations and the European Union. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005. E-mail Citation ». Provides a solid analysis by investigating various EU policy areas with an external dimension. The European Union (EU) and Brazil have a long-standing relationship covering areas such as political cooperation, the economy, trade, investment, climate change and the Mercosur integration process. Political Relations. Brazil and the EU share a long-standing relationship based on strong cultural and historical ties. In fact, Brazil was one of the first countries to establish diplomatic relations with the EU. In the 1960s, the two parties exchanged formal diplomatic Missions. In 2007, the EU recognised Brazil as one of its key global partners through the establishment of the formal EU-Brazil Strategic Partnership. Europe, and particularly the European Union (EU), have for a long time represented a pillar and a laboratory of the liberal order. The EU's role in the world was very much shaped around a self-understanding as a liberal democratic area which applies to its foreign policy the same liberal values that shaped its internal development. Now liberalism is in trouble and Europe seems to be afflicted with a 'fascination with the illiberal' which puts the unique model of European integration at risk. This seems to be largely the result of a failure...